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Microscale Laser Shock Peening
of Thin Films, Part 2: High Spatial
Resolution Material
Characterization
Microscale Laser Shock Peening (LSP) is a technique that can be potentially appli
manipulate the residual stress distributions in metal film structures and thus improv
reliability of micro-devices. This paper reports high-spatial-resolution characterization
shock treated copper thin films on single-crystal silicon substrates, where scanning
microtopography is used to map the relative variation of the stress/strain field with mi
spatial resolution, and instrumented nanoindentation is applied to measure the dist
tion of hardness and deduce the sign of the stress/strain field. The measurement resu
also compared with 3-D simulation results. The general trends in simulations agree
those from experimental measurements. Simulations and experiments show that the
near linear correlation between strain energy density at the film-substrate interface
the X-ray diffraction intensity contrast.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1645879#
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1 Introduction
In recent years, failure and reliability problems in MEMS ha

been attracting increased attention@1,2#. While the dominant ma-
terial in MEMS is silicon, metal and metallic thin film structure
are often indispensable, and metal is a better choice for s
applications. Some of the metal microstructures, such as mi
gears and micro-switches, experience cyclic loading in service
increase the reliability of the system, wear resistance and fat
performance of these metal structures should be improved.

Microscale Laser Shock Peening~LSP! can effectively induce
favorable residual stress distributions in bulk metal targets w
micron-level spatial resolution@3,4#. It may also potentially be
used to improve the wear resistance and fatigue performanc
the metal film structures. In Part I of this paper, microscale LSP
copper thin films on silicon substrates are described and gl
curvature measurements are used to prove that compressiv
sidual stresses can be induced in the thin film which are balan
by tensile residual stresses in the substrate. 3-D stress/strain s
lations reveal that the stress/strain distribution in the thin film
close to equi-biaxial. The current article will provide further e
perimental evidence that supports the findings in Part I thro
local characterization of the stress/strain fields in the shock tre
metal thin film using X-ray microdiffraction@5,6# and instru-
mented nanoindentation@7#.

2 Sample Preparation

All substrates used in the current study were 69 diameter 0.5
mm thick single crystal silicon~SCS! wafers with thê 004& direc-
tion nominally parallel to the surface normal. On some substra
PVD copper thin films of 1 and 1.5 micron thicknesses were
posited at room temperature and 2 mTorr chamber pressure
others, 3 micron thick Cu films were electrochemically plate
Before electroplating, a 25 nm TiN layer was deposited as a
rier layer, and a 15 nm copper seed layer was sputtered on
barrier layer. The deposited wafers were then sliced into 12
by 20 mm rectangular pieces~Fig. 1!.

*Currently with GE Global Research Center, Niskayuna, NY.
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A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with pulse duration of 50 ns an
wavelength of 355 nm was used in the shock peening exp
ments. During laser shock peening, the sample was covered
an aluminum foil of 16mm thickness, with a very thin layer o
vacuum grease in between. Thermal effects were isolated from
sample and only shock effects are experienced by the sample@4#.
The laser beam was about 12 microns in diameter. Three p
energy levels, 244, 209, and 174mJ, corresponding to laser inten
sities of 4.31, 3.67, and 3.08 GW/cm2, respectively, were used. A
seen from Fig. 1, the copper film of the sample is shock pee
either along a line~Fig. 1(a)) or along seven parallel lines in th
central region of the samples. The spacing between consec
laser pulses along each line is 25 microns and the spacing betw
adjacent lines is also 25 microns. A sticky tape was applied on
side of the sample and laser scribing of the tape was used to m
the location of the shocked region for positioning purpose dur
material characterization because the shocked lines were not
ible on the Cu films.

3 X-ray Microtopography and Microfluorescence Ex-
periments

These experiments were conducted at the X20A beamline of
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Lab
ratory using the IBM microdiffractometer~Fig. 2!. This instru-
ment is a standard two-circle Huber diffractometer equipped w
limited-range chi and phi stages for sample orientation, Oriel
crometer stages for precise and accurate sample positioning a
tapered capillary optic mounted on an Eulerian cradle for defin
the incident beam. A vacuum chuck or adhesive film is used
hold the sample in place during the experiment. Placement of
region-of-interest in the x-ray beam is achieved visually throu
two CCD cameras equipped with telescopic lens. The incid
beam is monochromatic, and the beam energy can be set b
user in the range of 6-10 keV. The irradiated area on the samp
in the form of an ellipse, the major diameter of which equals
minor diameter at normal incidence. The instrument is equip
with energy-dispersive~SiLi! and scintillation detectors for map
ping sample fluorescence and diffraction signals respectively.
ther details of the instrument and experiment methodology can
found in references@5,6# and @8,9#.

In the current study, 9.1 keV X-rays were used to map
fluorescence as a function of sample position. The fluoresc

e
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Fig. 1 Illustration of sample preparation; sample size: 12 by 20 mm; sample materials: copper thin film on single crystal silicon
„004… substrate; the film is shocked along „a… a single line, or „b… 7 parallel lines, both at the central region of a sample; and sticky
tapes are applied at an end of a sample with laser scribed marks to facilitate positioning in subsequent X-ray microfraction and
nanoindentation measurements
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup of the X-ray Microdiffraction Experi-
ment „Courtesy of Dr. S. Kaldor …
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
yield is linearly related to the volume of the irradiated materi
Thus, when the film thickness is less than the penetration dept
X-ray, the variation of film fluorescence yield can be used
monitor the film thickness variations in the scanned areas. X-
microtopography of the underlying Si substrate was carried ou
mapping the integrated intensity of the Si 004 reflection at no
nally 65° 2u with 8.5 keV (l51.459 Å) X-rays. The integrated
intensity of single crystal reflections is proportional to the no
uniform strains in the diffracting volume@10–12#, with higher
intensities indicating regions of higher strain. In the current e
periments, the position of the shocked region relative to the X-
beam was carefully calibrated. Then, the Bragg angle of the
004 reflection was optimized at a location away from the shoc
region by maximizing the integrated intensity using the approp
ate sample tilts~u andx!. Then, by scanning the sample relative
the beam in 4 or 2 microns step size, the distribution of
Si~004! diffraction intensity across the shocked region was
corded. Samples of three thicknesses treated at various condi
were tested.

The spatial resolution of conventional X-ray diffraction is typ
cally larger than 0.5 mm. It was used to measure the aver
stress/strain@4# but is too large to measure the stress/strain dis
butions in microscale laser shock processing. The X-ray micro
FEBRUARY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 19
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fraction experiments reported in this paper characterized
stress/strain fields with micron-level spatial resolutions. H
brightness X-ray beams are needed for speed and accura
X-ray microdiffraction experiments. Otherwise, a long sampli
time is required to yield meaningful results, and the accuracy
suffer from drifting and noise in slow and low intensity measu
ments. For this reason, synchrotron radiation sources were u
The high brightness X-ray beams from synchrotron radiat
sources were narrowed down and then focused to micron spot
using a tapered glass capillary. The lead glass capillary is p
bolic in shape, the incident bore diameter is about 50mm, the exit
bore diameter is about 5mm, and the length is about 8cm~Fig. 2!.
It focuses the beam to a small spot size~about 10 microns on the
sample surface! through total external reflection and increases
gain of the system~defined as the intensity at the exit of th
capillary to the intensity at entrance! by tens of times@13#. Both
small spot size and increased intensity are desired in X-ray mi
diffraction.

3.1 Results and Discussions.The primary purpose of the
fluorescence measurement in this study is to monitor the sur
integrity of the films. Figure 3~a! shows the X-ray fluorescenc
spectra of copper films of different thicknesses. In all cases,
spectra consists of two peaks; one from the CuKa1 fluorescence
at 8.05 keV and the other from elastic scattering of the prim
beam at 9.01 keV. As expected, the fluorescence intensity cha
monotonously with film thickness. During X-ray scans the in
grated intensity of the Cu fluorescence peak was recorded

Fig. 3 Fluorescence measurement of un-shocked copper thin
films with X-ray energy at 9.1 KeV „a… Fluorescence spectra of
the copper thin films; and „b… Fluorescence intensity distribu-
tion across the film surface, step size 2 microns
20 Õ Vol. 126, FEBRUARY 2004
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micron intervals along a line 800 micrometers in length on
sample surface. This data are shown in Fig. 3~b! for the three
films. The intensity traces are all horizontal, with very sm
point-to-point variations indicating good thickness uniformity
the films.

The profiles of Si~004! diffraction intensity contrast across th
shocked region by a line of shocks of the 1mm sample has been
shown in Part I of this paper and prominent peaks are observe
the shocked region. The intensity contrast profiles for 3mm
samples processed at 244mJ and 209mJ are shown in Fig. 4~a!. A
similar trend as in the 1mm sample is observed. However, und
the same energy levels, the intensity contrasts of the 3mm sample
are larger than those of the 1mm sample. This indicates that
stronger local nonuniform strain field is induced in the Si und
the thicker films under the same conditions. Since the Si st
field is balanced by stresses in the film, the stress state in
thicker films are also expected to be higher. The diffraction int
sity contrast peak is due to shock effects, as further verified by
comparison of the results of single line and 7 lines for the 1mm
sample at 244mJ ~Fig. 4~b!!. The profile of the 7 lines case show
a much wider peak than the single line case, covering a reg
about 150 microns, which is close to the total span of sho
treated region~Fig. 1!.

The peak values of diffraction intensity contrast under vario

Fig. 4 Si „004… diffraction intensity contrast across the
shocked region measured in 2-micron step size. „a… pulse en-
ergy of 244 mJ and 209 mJ, 3 mm sample, single line shocking;
and „b… Comparison of single line and 7 line shocking results,
pulse energy of 244 mJ, 1 mm sample. The diffraction intensity
is normalized to the average background diffraction intensity
„14000 counts ….
Transactions of the ASME
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conditions are compared in Fig. 5. For the same film thickne
with the increase of pulse energy, the diffraction contrast
creases, and a trend of leveling off at high laser pulse energy
be seen in all three curves. Under the same level of laser p
energy, it is observed that the thicker the film, the higher
contrast of diffraction intensity. Thicker films have longer time
absorb the shock energy than thinner films, and under the s
level of laser pulse energy, the stress/strain fields at the inter
are stronger in thicker films than in thinner films, as shown
simulations~Fig. 6!.

3.2 Strain Modeling and Comparison with X-ray Micro-
diffraction Results. The location of stress/strain concentratio
and relative change of stress/strain in metal thin film can be
ferred from the diffraction contrast of the substrate@6,9#. It has
also been shown that the diffracted intensity varies monotonic
and non-linearly with the ‘‘bending strain’’@10#, but the quantita-
tive correspondence between local stress/strain and the increa
diffraction intensity is a complex problem and is still under inve
tigation @14#. In experiments, it is difficult to find a suitable an

Fig. 5 Variation of diffraction intensity contrast with laser
pulse energy and film thickness. Each data point represents
the average of three measurements, standard error is used to
plot the error bars, and smooth lines are fitted through these
data points. The diffraction intensity is normalized to the back-
ground diffraction intensity counts

Fig. 6 Simulation results of the strain energy density at the
copper-silicon interface
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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measurable index to represent the degree of imperfection of
lattice. Numerical simulations do not have the limitations of e
periments, such as spatial resolution or extracting variables f
the interior of the sample. Stress/strain numerical analysis of
thin film structure has been discussed in Part 1 of this pa
Comparison of the experimental results with the simulation res
may shed light on the quantitative correlation between the str
strain field and the X-ray diffraction intensity contrast.

In this study, various efforts were first made to correlate str
or stress components in simulations with the X-ray diffracti
intensity contrast. But it turned out that the region of substan
elastic strain or residual stress in the film is much greater than
of the contrast peaks, while the region of substantial plastic st
is less than that of the contrast peaks. Going back to the origi
the X-ray diffraction intensity contrast, the increase of diffracti
intensity comes from the increased band-pass in the substrat
duced by the nonuniform stress/strain field in the thin film at
interface. An index evaluating this combined effect is perceived
strain energy densityD which is defined as@15#:

D5
1

2
« i j s i j 5

1

2
~«11s111«22s221«33s331«12s121«13s13

1«23s23! (1)

where« i j is the total strain~elastic plus plastic! tensor ands i j the
residual stress tensor. The unit ofD is J/m3.

Strain energy density is difficult to measure experimentally,
its value can be readily extracted from simulation. Single crys
silicon is strongly anisotropic. The estimation of strain ener
density in silicon may not be highly accurate due to the isotro
assumption in simulation. The copper thin films used in this stu
are close to isotropic, which agrees with the assumption in sim
lation. Thus, effort is focused on relating the simulated strain
ergy density of copper to the experimental results of X-ray d
fraction intensity contrast. This is a reasonable assumption, g
that the two stress fields are related through the force bala
Figure 7 compares the strain energy densities in copper at
interface under the same conditions as those for the X-ray diff
tion experiments. First of all, simulation results indicate that
strain energy density is higher for higher pulse energies
greater film thicknesses. Similar trends are observed for the
fraction contrast levels as in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Profiles of X-ray diffraction intensity contrast of single lin
shock processed 1mm and 3mm samples are compared with th
profiles of strain energy density in Fig. 7~a! and~b!, respectively.
The fluctuations outside the peaks are within experimental e
while the central peaks undoubtedly agree with the shock tre
region. The profiles from simulation and from X-ray experime
come into good agreement when the magnitude of strain en
density is shifted and divided by a suitable value~see Eq.~2!!.
Both 1mm and 3mm samples show a single central peak. For t
7-lines case of the 1mm sample, however, both the intensity co
trast in the X-ray experiment and the strain energy density
simulation show a saddle shaped peak~Fig. 7~c!!. The simulation
result predicts a slightly wider distribution of the saddle shap
peak than X-ray experiments, but the difference is within t
range of experimental error. Stress/strain is relatively unifo
within the shocked region in the case of 7-lines, but the transit
from a uniformly shocked region to a shock free region results
stress concentration. Strain energy density increases in these
sitional regions, which is the cause of the saddle shape in
7~c!.

The fact that both peak location and shape show a good ag
ment indicates that the two quantities may be linearly related.
XDC be the X-ray diffraction intensity contrast, andD the strain
energy density as defined in Eq.~1!, an empirical relation is in-
ferred from Fig. 7
FEBRUARY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 21
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D'K~XDC21!5
max~D !

max~XDC21!
~XDC21! (2)

Under the condition of equi-biaxial stress distribution, Eq.~2!
reduces to:

«11s115«22s22'K~XDC21! (3)

where K is a proportional coefficient. This linear correlation
relatively well obeyed under other conditions in this study. C
rent experiments show that the value ofK is case dependent, bu
for each case a value ofK can be found to draw the experiment
and simulation profiles closer to match. The determination and
physical meaning of coefficientK require further experimenta

Fig. 7 Comparison of strain energy density „solid line … and
X-ray diffraction intensity contrast „dashed line … „a… 1 mm
sample, 244 mJ, single line; „b… 3 mm sample, 244 mJ, single
line; and „c… 1 mm sample, 244 mJ, 7 lines
22 Õ Vol. 126, FEBRUARY 2004
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and theoretical investigation. For equi-biaxial stress distributi
the linear correlation between strain energy density and X-
microdiffraction contrast makes it possible to decide the str
field gradient directly from the measurement of X-ray diffractio
intensity contrast since stress and strain are correlated by ma
constitutive equations. Be noted that this empirical correlat
may not hold under other conditions or other materials and m
detailed studies are required.

4 Characterization of the Shocked Sample Using In-
strumented Nanoindentation

Laser shock peening can induce plastic deformations in
copper thin film, thus should increase its hardness. Impro
hardness is beneficial for metal MEMS structures with rubb
surfaces. But hardness improvement for thin metal films trea
by laser shock peening has not been seen in the literature.
micron-level in the film thickness and in the shock-affected reg
requires that high spatial resolution method be used in the m
surement of thin film hardness. Instrumented nanoindentatio
used for this reason.

Instrumented nanoindentation provides a continuous recor
the variation of indentation load,P, as a function of the depth o
penetration,h, into the indented specimen. Comprehensive th
retical and numerical studies have been carried out to elucidate
contact mechanics and deformation mechanism in order to
tematically extract material properties from theP versush curves
@16–18#. TheP-h curves have been used to obtain many mate
properties, such as hardness, Young’s modulus, yield strength
work hardening exponent@19–21#. Of special interest is that in-
strumented nanoindentation can be used to estimate the sign
magnitude of the stress/strain field in thin films@7#. Before ex-
tracting hardness and the sign of stress/strain field from ins
mented nanoindentation, the assumptions and limitations are
discussed.

The numerical simulations@17,18# assume that the indentatio
is a frictionless, quasi-static indentation of an isotropic elas
plastic substrate by an elastic indenter, and the indented subs
is permitted to undergo isotropic strain hardening. This assu
tion is reasonable for nanoindentation of ductile metals using
mond Berckovich indenters@18#. The analysis is valid within the
continuum mechanics regime, that is, the indented area sh
cover at least five grains of the substrate material. It is also
sumed that the residual stress in the sample is or is close to e
biaxial, i.e.,s115s22, and the stress should be uniform within
depth of at least 3 times the width of the indenter contact rad
@20#.

A line of shocks~Fig. 1~a!! is applied to each of the sample
used in the nanoindentation tests. After sufficient stress relaxa
the thin film is in plane-stress state, and the stress/strain is ne
uniform throughout the depth of the film. Numerical simulatio
in Part I of this paper reveal that the in-plane stress/strain com
nents vary in magnitude gradually from a high value at t
shocked center to zero at a distance about 75 microns from
center. Strictly speaking, this is not equi-biaxial stress distributi
However, the equi-biaxial assumption can be considered to a
locally because the nanoindentation test used in this study e
time measures only a small region~the dent diameter is less tha
1 micron! of the thin film, and within the measured volume th
stress/strain can be considered uniform.

If there are pre-existing residual stress and/or pre-existing p
tic strains, the indentation of the specimen will be influenced
the stress/strain field. The equi-biaxial tensile stress in a film
equivalent to the combination of a hydrostatic tensile stress pl
differential compressive stress in the in-depth direction. This d
ferential compressive stress is in the same direction as indenta
Thus, tensile residual stress aids indentation by increasing
contact area for a given indentation load or by lowering the
dentation load needed to penetrate the material to a certain d
On the other hand, the equi-biaxial compressive residual stres
Transactions of the ASME
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the film is equivalent to the combination of a hydrostatic compr
sive stress plus an in-depth direction tensile stress. This diffe
tial tensile stress is in opposite direction of the indentation a
tends to impede indentation. Thus, the method of instrumen
nanoindentation can be used to decide the sign and estimate
magnitude of the stress/strain field in shock treated thin films
addition to hardness@20#.

4.1 Experiments. Shock treated 1mm samples are tested
using a Triboscope Nanomechanical Test System from Hysit
Inc. The loading/unloading curves are recorded digitally. The s
tem calculates the value of hardnessPave (5maximum load/true
contact area! directly, with the noises in measurement account
for. Based on repeated measurements reported by Suresh an
annakopoulos@20#, the Young’s modulus of the copper thin film in
this study uses a fixed value,Ef5126 GPa. The Poisson ratio i
n f50.38, taken from bulk material. The Young’s modulus a
Poisson ratio of the diamond Berkovich nanoindenter used
Ei51140 GPa andn i50.0707. The included angle of the Berkov
ich indenter tip is 24.7°. The effective Young’s modulus of th
indenter-specimen system is defined as@7#:

E* 51/S 12n f
2

Ef
1

12n i
2

Ei
D (4)

Thus,E* 5130.49 GPa. In all of the measurements the maxim
load is fixed at 1000mN, and the loading and unloading rates a
both 100mN/s. The shocked region is scanned perpendicular
the centerline~Fig. 1~a!!, with the spacing between consecutiv
indenting points of 12.7 microns.

4.2 Results and Discussion. Figure 8 shows the 3D image
of the indention on the shock-free 1mm copper thin film sample
using a maximum loading of 1000mN. From the image, it is seen
that the contact radius of the indenter is about 0.4 microns.
grain size of the thin film is 0.1-0.2 microns. Thus the assumpt
of continuum mechanics is basically satisfied. The dent dept
controlled to be less than one-eighth of the film thickness in or
to reduce the influence of the substrate.

Compared with the shock free region and despite the scatte
in the data, the trend of increase in hardness in the shock tre
region is unmistakably seen in Fig. 9. The maximum hardnes
increased by more than 11% under both pulse energy of 244mJ
and 209mJ. The hardness at 244mJ is only slightly larger than the
hardness at 209mJ. The increase of hardness arises from tw

Fig. 8 3D image of the indention on the un-shock 1 mm copper
thin film on silicon substrate. Berkovich diamond nanoindenter
leaves a triangular dent in the sample. The unit in the image is
nm. The full scale in the depth direction is 147 nm. The maxi-
mum loading is 1000 mN.
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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causes: one is work hardening due to plastic deformation~in a
narrow central region only! and the other is the compressive re
sidual stress in the shock treated region.

The hardness of annealed bulk copper measured by con
tional hardness testers is 400 MPa, and the hardness of cold h
ened bulk copper is 1 GPa@22#. Neither the nano- nor micro-
hardness is a fixed value. Both vary with the applied load. F
example, the nano-hardness and the micro-hardness of the s
bulk copper sample obtained by consolidating nanocrystall
powders were measured to be 2.42 GPa and 1.88 GPa, res
tively @23#. Antunes et al.@24# reported the micro-hardness o
bulk copper measured by a Vickers indenter to be 1.7 GPa.
hardness of bulk copper is not directly comparable with the t
film hardness. Due to much reduced thickness, the strength
hardness of the thin film should be higher than those of the b
material @25#. The hardness reported here is within a reasona
range. Hardness tests of PVD copper thin films are rare in
literature. As a comparison, Narayan et al.@26# reported that the
nano-hardness of copper thin film on silicon~001! substrate pre-
pared by pulsed laser deposition of nanocrystalline material va
in the range from 2 GPa to 12 GPa.

The sign of the stress, which cannot be decided using the X-
microdiffraction method described in Section 3, can be decided
studying the loading/unloading curves in instrumented nanoind
tation. The loading and unloading curves at different locations
the shock treated region are shown in Figs. 10~a! and ~b!, for
pulse energy of 244mJ and 209mJ, respectively. From these
curves, the signs of the residual stresses can be judged. The
erence curve~the dashed line! was taken from regions far away
~250 microns! from the shocked region. Compared with the refe
ence curve, the loading curves close to the center of the shoc
region shift leftwards, indicating that to reach the same pene
tion depth, a larger load is needed. This is indicative of compr
sive residual stress in the shock treated region as predicted
simulations.

Nanoindentation is a destructive testing method, and it is a
very sensitive to environmental disturbances and local surf
quality variations of the sample, such as defects and grain bou
aries. All these factors lead to relatively large scattering in t
testing data. Despite the scattering in the experimental data,
increase in hardness and the presence of local compressiv
sidual stress in the shocked region are unmistaken, and the ge
trends in nanoindentation tests agree with the trends in curva
measurement, simulation and X-ray microdiffraction.

Fig. 9 Hardness distribution across shocked 1 mm samples
measured using nanoindentation
FEBRUARY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 23
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5 Conclusions
Microscale laser shock peening effects on copper thin fil

were experimentally measured and compared with numerical
sults. Laser shock processed copper thin films were character
with micron-level spatial resolution using X-ray microdiffractio
and instrumented nanoindentation. X-ray microdiffraction me
surements based on intensity contrast method sensitively dete
the region of stress/strain concentration with micron-level spa
resolution. It was found that X-ray diffraction intensity contra
might be linearly related to the strain energy density at the fil
substrate interface under the conditions used in this study, w
the physical meaning and the determination of this linear corre
tion requires further experimental and theoretical investigati
Nano-hardness in the shocked region increased by more
11%, which is beneficial for the improvement of wear resistan
of the metal film. Instrumented nanoindentation showed that
residual stress in the shock treated region was compressive.
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